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It is not clear how many people there were protesters who were defying the ban on public meetings and how
many had come to the city from the surrounding region to celebrate Baisakhi, a spring festival. This is very
famous in Indian History. The legislation placed restrictions on a number of civil liberties, including freedom
of assembly , banning gatherings of more than four people [17] The massacre[ change change source ] On
April 13, , thousands of people gathered in the Jallianwala Bagh garden near the Golden Temple in Amritsar.
The Bengali poet and Nobel laureate Rabindranath Tagore renounced the knighthood that he had received in 
The commandeering of all vehicles owned by Indians and giving them to Europeans for use. Vinoo Facts
Matter. The Jallianwala Bagh was surrounded on all sides by houses and buildings and had few narrow
entrances, most of which were kept locked. The massacre marked a turning point in the history of the struggle
for freedom. Railway lines were cut, telegraph posts destroyed, government buildings burnt, and three
Europeans were killed. For more than two hundred years, this festival had drawn thousands from all over
India. India contributed a lot to the British war effort by providing men and resources. A reign of terror, like
the one that followed the suppression of the revolt of , was let loose. Dyer, British troops surrounded the Bagh,
closed the only exit and mercilessly fired on the peaceful gathering. Gandhi in early April called for a one-day
general strike throughout the country. Saifuddin Kitchlu and Dr. On 13th April people gathered there to
protest against the arrest of the two nationalist leaders, Satya Pal and Dr Saifuddin Kitchlew. In those ten
minutes, according to the estimates of the congress, about a thousand persons were killed and about wounded.
How many people died in the Jallianwala Bagh Massacre? The use of aeroplanes and Lewis guns and the
latest paraphernalia of scientific warfare against unarmed citizens, the taking of hostages and the confiscation
and destruction of property for the purposes of securing the attendance of absentees. It was attended by a large
number of people, including peasants. This massacre exposed the inhuman approach of the British when the
British troop cold-bloodedly open fire into an unarmed crowd without any warning by General Dyer which
had assembled at enclosed park for the public meeting that was banned. In protest against these arrests, an
unarmed and defenseless crowd gathered on 13 April in Jallianwala Bagh at Amritsar. The Jallianwala Bagh
massacre was indeed a dark tragedy. Among the measures taken was a ban on public gatherings. The Rowlatt
committee was named after Sydney Rowlatt, an English judge. Unable to escape people tried to climb the
walls of the park. After this massacre, martial law was proclaimed throughout the Punjab and the people were
submitted to the most uncivilised atrocities. He went to England and some Englishmen collected money to
honour him. A British newspaper called it as one of the bloody massacres of modern history. As a result of the
shooting, hundreds of people were killed and thousands were injured. The date was for the Baisakhi festival
which was also the Sikh new year. In Amritsar the news that prominent Indian leaders had been arrested and
banished from that city sparked violent protests on April 10, in which soldiers fired upon civilians, buildings
were looted and burned, and angry mobs killed several foreign nationals and severely beat a Christian
missionary. A plaque in the monument says that bodies were plucked out of the well. At the same time, two
prominent leaders, Dr. The firing of machine-guns into crowds who had dispersed and taken to their heels, the
flogging of men in public, the order compelling thousands of students to walk 16 miles a day for roll-calls, the
arrest and detention of students and professors. Many jumped into a well inside the compound to escape from
the bullets. The Jallianwalla Bagh in , months after the massacre. Without warning, the troops opened fire on
the crowd, reportedly shooting hundreds of rounds until they ran out of ammunition. Reginald Edward Harry
Dyer was given the task of restoring order. It repeatedly lathi-charged and fired upon unarmed demonstrators
at Bombay, Ahmadabad, Calcutta, Delhi and other cities. The Jallianwala Bagh site in Amritsar is now a
national monument. Lieutenant Governor approves. Terrorist-style attacks in Bengal became linked with the
unrest in Punjab. When Gandhi came to know about the atrocities in Punjab, he decided to break off his
relations with the British, and started a non-violent campaign of non-cooperation against the British
government.


